Poll: PC Women Happy

By Mary Dodge

At the Women's Liaison Committee meeting held in Aquinas Lounge on November 22, the results of the alumnus survey concerning coeducation at PC were made public.

The survey was sent to 135 female undergraduate students, asking them questions about the courses and the general treatment of women at PC. Those who expressed some dissatisfaction cited the lack of the fine arts in campus functions and the cultural-social offerings rather than citing the at

dress of PC. Those who expressed some dissatisfactions said they were the first choice. Reasons for this are varied, but the community.

Of the 119 who responded, 72 per cent found the cultural atmosphere to be sufficiently stimulating. Comments in the contrary list complaints of "a specific, individual nature," rather than citing the atmosphere as a whole.

Of the 94 women who replied, 85 per cent found they were satisfied with the cultural-social offerings at PC. Those who expressed some dissatisfaction cited the lack of the fine arts in campus functions, and the immaturity of others.

Most women replied that they would have liked survey responses in the curriculum updated before new areas of concentration were instituted. However, changes were suggested in biology courses, business courses, nursing courses, and elementary education. Comments mentioned in brief were more language courses, biology courses, veterinary sciences and the progress of five school.

Of the 135 who responded to the question, 62 per cent stated that they did not regret attending PC.

As women, 9 per cent of the 145 who answered the particular question decided they felt they were "welcome and accepted members of the community." Furthermore, out of the 122 responses, three-quarters of the women found no hostility towards women from other members of the community.

However, those women who did cite a hostile attitude said they found comments from older male faculty members.

In answer to the question, "In your experience, does PC have a gender bias?" they found comments from older male faculty members.
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Dillon Election Friday

Father Peterson addressed the Corporation concerning coeducation at Providence College. He stated that this addition of a second student voting member for students would put them on an equal scale with the faculty and alumni. Peterson stated in his letter that this additional representation is needed to more adequately convey student opinions and ideas to the Corporation.

If the Corporation approves the addition of a second student voting member, it will require an amendment to the bylaws of the Corporation. The membership of the Corporation is now set at 27 members.

Father Peterson stated he has no objections to the addition of a second student member. He does object to increasing the size of the Corporation.

"There has to be a limitation on the size of the Corporation," he said, many feel it is too large as it is now. If we increase student representation, other groups such as, the faculty or alumni may also want additional representation. Numbers in an organization such as the Corporation have to be checked so that they do not get out of hand.

"I feel the students are very well represented now. The input of the students has always been positive and well respected by everyone on the Corporation. The students are always looked to and asked for their opinions. Nothing is ever done without considering the students. The junior member may not have a vote, but he can voice his opinion and he is always heard."
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Students approved a motion at the Student Congress meeting held last spring to add five dollars to the student activity fee.

Two people are battling for the presidency of Providence College. One, a resident of Providence, is a former resident of St. Vincent Center. All commuters are looked upon as equal and very important members of the Corporation. Students are always the first consideration in major policy decisions affecting Providence College.
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Candidates for Dillon Club presidency and vice-presidency spoke of their qualifications for office, and of their past of experience with the Dillon Club, and of the image of the commuter.

Cheryl Groecia: Was elected to the post of secretary. Being on the Executive Board meant that I had a voice in the Dillon Club policy. One of the most important projects I worked on last year was speeding PC's Easter Seal Campaign for Meeting Street School.

Another notable aspect of the Dillon Club, the off-campus housing file, was under my control during the spring...

Domenic Coletta: Was elected to the post of social chairman. Last winter was on three committees during part term, and two the previous year.

Coletta feels a "better relationship" can be developed between commuter and resident. He thinks that "the role that the Dillon Club must take is one that can encourage a sense of belonging in the commuter and also at the same time be the official representative of the commuter student at PC."

Coletta feels the Dillon Club is one source of opportunities for which the commuter can gain a sense of belonging. "Until the commuter student is made aware of the opportunities already available to him, he will continue to deprive himself of a total understanding of what encompasses a college environment.

Paul Merlino: Active on the off-campus committee, tennis, and social committee.

"I feel the Dillon Club has a lot of potential. Over the past few years, Dillon Club has become a major force on campus. The commuter student must be recognized as a vital factor of Providence College's life. In essence, the Dillon Club has sponsored many events to unite both the commuter and the resident.

Richard Cordeiro: One semester's experience on the Club. Since joining, "my attitude has changed, both in school, other students, and myself have changed greatly. This has definitely been a benefit to me."

Committor image at PC is one who just don't care. It definition needs improvement.

The Dillon Club tries to change the image of the commuter. It gives the student an opportunity to meet other commuter students, get involved, and to have fun. I do feel that the Dillon Club should promote this aspect more...

Domenic Coletta

Cheryl Groecia

Groecia believes that the commuter is "screaming at times geared only to social events. I think it should be run in a way to make every commuter feel comfortable."

She does not think the commuter at PC has a good image. Traditionally, commuters have been thought of as students who do little more on campus than attend classes. This image of the commuter non-involvement in the College needs improvement...

"The Dillon Club should be the protector of a good image...I would strengthen the commuters' relations with residents, administration and faculty by representing them at various meetings. By working with members of Student Congress, BOG, and Campus Council, I would change the image of the commuter."

Committers!

Give Yourselves a Good Image

Vote

Cheryl Groecia

Dillon Club President
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THE MAGIC NUMBER

865-2471

WHAT CAN THIS LEAD TO?

1. THE POSSIBILITY OF FULL SCHOLARSHIP PLUS $100/MONTH.
2. $100/MONTH TAX FREE AS A JUNIOR AND SENIOR.
3. INTERESTING AND CHALLENGING TRAINING.
4. AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN A COMMISSION IN THE U.S. ARMY WITH A STARTING SALARY OF OVER $11,000/YEAR.

YOU CAN TRY ROTC FOR TWO YEARS WITH NO MILITARY OBLIGATION

The setting for Steinbeck's work is early twentieth-century America. Life is portrayed as being much slower and harder. Work consisted of grubbing 12 hours a day; relaxation was going into town, or weekends and drinking whiskey for 15 cents a shot.

The play opens to find the main characters, George and Lenny, on their way to a ranch. They are enjoying their last night of freedom. George tells Lenny about the rabbits. George talks about the rabbits, and Lenny will be able to take care of them when they have to go. The scene is neat, bringing out the characters of George and Lenny and showing their sensitive relationship. But, more importantly, the foreshadowing of this scene follows through throughout the play to its inevitable end.

The theme of friendship, of more appropriately, loneliness, comes through very strongly. Lenny and George are the epitome of friendship. Lenny is just saying, "Lenny, you..." and after me... and you got me to look after you..." And both George and Lenny stay true to their pact.

The other characters in the play, also in the same setting. Candy, the old man with only one hand, is lured because of his loss of his dog: Curly. The boys' short side is separah, but particularly not because of his social standing, but also because of his superiority complex; his wife is the only woman on the ranch and he feels it tough (so she says). Living in a separate bunkhouse because he is black, Crooks is the worst of the bunch because he is black. He is the person with the most insight into human nature.

The most outstanding of the minor characters is Richard Jenkins, who played Slim. Lenny was not so much because he was so natural on stage.

George was played by William D. Brown. He really flushed out the character and made the relationship with Lenny strong yet gentle.

Norman Smith, person unknown, was the star of the night. He played Lenny. Physically he was large and tall and tall and the stereotype would be very much in demand. But Smith went on from there and made Lenny such an innocent, yet dumb, person who has much in common with George. It was truly a great performance.
Opinions Cuckoo' Preview

By Dee DiBartolomei

The second Providence College Theater Arts presentation of the 76-77 season will be One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, a play in two acts by Dale Wasserman, from the novel by Ken Kesey.

The director of PC's presentation of One Flew Over Cuckoo's Nest, Lynn Rae Slavin, hesitates to categorize the play, saying it is not any kind of comedy in the broad sense of the word, but that it is certainly not a tragedy. She feels Cuckoo's Nest is based on the premise that however free we claim to be, we are all trapped by the establishment in some way.

"This is the story," she says, "of a man who stands up, raises his fist and says so to that situation. We identify with McMurphy because secretly we all want to do this at one time or another."

Randle P. McMurphy, who will be played by Peter Thompson, is an intelligent, rebellious individual who has been in a mental hospital for a little over a year. He is able to vote as he sees fit and has been cowed into submission by the Establishment, or the "Com- bine," as the Chief calls it, and is committed to a state institution.

Upon his arrival he is con-fronted with a group of inmates who have been cowed into submission by the heavy-handed dictatorship of Nurse Ratched (Angela Dias), who runs the ward. What begins as a sport-like commodity becomes a means to an end.

"I can't see what difference it makes," commented Gibbons. "Students are adequately represented now, with one senior voting member and one junior observer. The main reason for adding a student member is to provide input concerning the students' point of view, with regard to major policy decisions. As it stands, now, I feel the Corporation is too large. I would like to see the number of administrators reduced," stated Father Horan.

Walter F. Gibbons is secretary of the Corporation and a prominent lawyer in Rhode Island. Gibbons stated he has no objections to adding another prominent lawyer in the Corporation and a student representative now with one student member, but feels a lack of agreement among these student members.

In his opinion, he believes it has been a few years for anyone to be fully aware of what goes on in the Corporation and to understand its processes.

The student representative should not vote as to how the major decisions are made, but should have the right to present an opinion, but the majority of students are not in the position to present an opinion intelligently on major matters concerning the Corporation.

The student representative has all the evidence put before him and he is able to hear all the opinions, but the majority of students do not have a vote in this. From the evidence he has seen, he feels best.

"Student opinion should be considered as part of the evidence, but he should not have his own opinion counted in. The Corporation should not be viewed as an opportunity for the student to learn about the Corporation, but as an opportunity for the student to have a voice in the Corporation."

Joseph Ciancioletti, a certified public accountant and alumnus of Providence College, has been a member of the Corporation for about three years. Ciancioletti agrees with Father Morris in favoring an additional student voting member to the Corporation. From his experience he feels that the Corporation is too large.

"The number of what difference numbers will mean to student representation. They are effectively represented now. The student is consulted more than anyone else on the Corporation. The entire board is sensitive to student needs and wants. Nothing the students ever say is, or should be, brushed off or overlooked. They are a vital and important part of the Corporation. Their opinions are always taken seriuously and weighed heavily."

Dillon Race

(Continued from Page 1)

in an accounting major from West Barrington, and a LaSalle graduate. Dillon, in addition to being a freshman, is a biology major from Swansea and a graduate of Bishop Connolly High in Fall River. Cordeiro is a junior humanities major from East Providence.

Keith DeBissignore, a sophomore political science major from Providence, is the sole candidate for secretary. Lou Zane is a junior political science major from Lincoln, is the candidate for treasurer, and Kevin Chesnutt, a junior engineering major from Lincoln, is the candidate for special chairman.

Candidates were required to have one semester's experience on the Club, plus a 2.0 GPA.

Coad Poll

(Continued from Page 1)

The Coed Poll, a discussion of discrimination against female students, 127 women answered and 77 per cent preferred to be regarded in the negative. Those who did not cite discrimination found it in the areas of campus dorm facilities and regulations and in admissions.

OPTIONS Differ

Providence College. It should not be viewed as a House of Representatives.
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JOB OPPORTUNITY—LIFETIME—

Hard work, low pay. Career as guide and servant-friend to people who are lost, poor, hungry, or burdened because they cannot find God, themselves, love, or their fellow-man. Employer will furnish most essential tools of this trade, but Applicant must bring a supply of dedication, laughter, intellect and a heart of Hope. You are willing to share with a world which has little of it. Your salary and compensation in the form of Gifts, left entirely to the discretion of your Employer.

Apply To: OFFICE OF VOCATIONS

1 CATHEDRAL SQUARE

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

278-4542

Or To The Catholic Chaplain's Office

ALPINE ski sport shops

Headquarters For all your Squash & Racket Ball requirements

Rackets • Balls • Gloves

APLINE ski sport shops

1230 Elmwood Ave., Providence, R.I. (Exit 16 Off Route 95)

Levi's for big guys.

They're called Levi's for Men. But they're for anyone with muscles. Or a bigger frame. Great styles, in great fabrics. But now more comfortable. Sizes 34 to 42.
EDITORIAL:
Students Deserve Larger Voice

Two students or one student? That's what the Corporation has to decide next week when it finally sits down to finish its annual meeting which began last June, but had to be cut off due to less-than-complete representation.

The idea for more representatives originated last spring when, with six students running for one post on the Corporation and a list of obviously more than one qualified candidate, it was felt that such a large amount of interest deserved consideration.

The plan is to nominate two students for the post of junior (non-voting) representative on the Corporation so that in June, 1977, these students would be first in line for the two senior posts on the board. Thus, there would be two votes for students, starting in September, 1977. It is an entirely reasonable request. Interest of students these days in College affairs is high: it is the type of activity for which a seat on the Corporation will be well suited. The students in line for the posts (Patti Davis, Mark Greenburg, and Steve Miller) are intelligent, level-headed people, who we trust would favorably represent students on the board.

Doubt on the matter should center on the quality of past student representation. That is the criterion on which students wish to be judged, and we are confident that if that criterion is used, present Corporation members will view the proposal favorably.

If members genuinely feel that the input has been worthwhile, then increased representation could be viewed favorably. That is the criterion on which students wish to be judged, and we are confident that if that criterion is used, present Corporation members will view the proposal favorably.

In the mood for an adventurous change of scenery, I decided to take a trip to the North Pole. While I was there, I figured I'd do some sightseeing and answer in my mind, once and for all, if there is really a Santa Claus.

After trudging for days through knee-deep snow, I stumbled across a sign reading "Claus Residence, One Mile." Looking up, I saw a building on the white horizon and hurried towards it.

I was greeted at the door by a young, trim man who invited me in. He introduced himself as J. Claus and asked me to sit down. It seemed as though Santa Claus was his great-great-grandfather, the throne being passed down by the first male heir, at the same time as Christmas was being built into a large industry.

"Come into the family room, I'll cross over 5 billion dollars per year on television specials alone, so I just ship in my toys from various companies," he said he wanted to bring everything out into the open. If there were less control by adults, he claimed, there would be even more changes including the renaming of Christmas to "Santa Claus Day" and moving it to Guam, "seeing that all the kids with whom I was so friendly when they were younger. They wait in lines to see me, and I want to be pushed to go to Mass."

After some more talk, Mr. Claus invited me for a swim in the pool to freshen up, but I declined because of a cold caught on my northward journey. Nonetheless, I accompanied Mr. Claus to the pool for a glimpse of the swimming room, which was quite fantastic.

The walls were beach sand, but the amazing part of it was that the pool was filled not with water but with money! Money from all over the world, rubles, guilders, fraks, marks, francs, yen, dollars, shillings, and many other currencies.

Santa explained he had just drained the water the previous day, so this was his first dip in his "current of currencies." He had bounced on the diving board a few times before doing a graceful swan dive and landing on a platform. Stomachs turned upside down and the pool was passed without Claus suffering, as the swans had left behind various reservation materials, but now there was no way to avoid it. He apparently had sunk too deeply to receive anyone's help.

Well, he's a story. On his north and south he has a nice, big, warm vacation.
Dear Editor,

Your recent coverage of the Providence College Annual Halloween Costume Party appearing in your November 1 issue prompts the following comments. This letter is not written to criticize your coverage of the aforementioned event, which was in itself news worthy. However, this letter is written in protest of the theme of the group chosen as winners in the "best costume" category, and in criticism of the judges selecting them.

The Afro-American Society and the black faculty and black staff at Providence College unanimously agree that the theme chosen by the judges was in poor taste, and contributed a racial slur against all black students, teachers, and employees associated with this institution. We also believe that the tasteless exercise in journalism, "cheerleaders are ugly," it is at least unjustified if not harmful. It is not that we do not enjoy good satire; however, we object to the caricatures of Missors Hassett and Kehoe to be quite witty; however, you obviously neglected to retract your comment on the cheerleaders, as you did in the case of both Mr. Hassett and Mr. Kehoe. Whether this was an unintentional oversight or a simple dislike of members of the female gender, we cannot ascertain.

Cheerleading is an art in itself, the coordination and physical dexterity needed by the cheerleaders requires a great deal of athletic prowess, regardless of whether or not we meet your physical standards. One would not judge a basketball player's ability on the cuteness of his smile, the color of his hair, or the size of his chest. No, Mr. O'Hare, we ask you not to solely determine our ability on your poor taste.

Sincerely,
The Afro-American Society

Cheerleaders Air Their Gripes

Dear Editor,

Concerning Mr. O'Hare's hounding exercise in journalism, which appeared in the November 17 issue of The Cowl, we would like to protest the reference to the cheerleaders, "even the physical attributes of the which appeared in the November fumbling exercise in journalism, Dear Editor.

Satire, in fact, we found the caricatures of Messrs. Hassett 17 issue of The Cowl, we would case of both Mr. Hassett and Mr. Kehoe. Whether this was an inconsistent with their vows of compassion and understanding of human problems and dignity. Such actions appear to contradict the true ideals of the Church, and is an indication that hypocrisy is a disease inherent in all men.

The former and late President Lyndon B. Johnson once labeled the Ku Klux Klan "a bunch of hooded bigots," and if we, as future leaders of this nation, whether in jest of intentionally, applauded such organizations, we unfortunately display our ignorance of history and our racist tendencies. If he be the case, then it is time that we reassess our own values for we are definitely out of touch with reality.

We are also of the opinion that such actions should be taken to prevent such flagrant, racial exhibitions in the future.

Sincerely,
The Afro-American Society

Manager Runs Rat 'Respectably'

Dear Editor,

In reply to the article of November 17, 1976, in The Cowl concerning the liquor license issue, I would like to make a few corrections.

Correction 1: Mr. Copp directly implies that students leave the Rathskellar in droves with cans, bottles, and paper cups. The Rathskellar does not sell or handle cans or bottles. A very few students leave with paper cups, and no one leaves with bottles or cans.

Correction 2: I am not the proprietor of the Rathskellar, but the manager.

Also it was stated in The Providence Journal that the Rathskellar closes at 11 p.m., which is another false statement. The Rathskellar stops serving at 11:30 p.m. weekdays, and 12:30 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. All students must leave the Rathskellar by 12 a.m. weekdays and 1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

The way The Providence Journal has been writing, I hope the neighborhood people don't look upon the Rathskellar only as a place for students to get drunk and rowdy. The Rathskellar is an establishment where faculty members hold meetings and students socialize in an orderly fashion.

It is run in a responsible manner in a many way that I can help to alleviate the problem, I am more than willing to participate.

Sincerely,
Angelo D'Agostino

Commuters VOTE

Dillon Club Election

Friday, December 3

Lower Level Slavin
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

a paid political advertisement
ATTENTION COMMUTERS

Vote for MIKE GERMANE
VICE PRESIDENT DILLON CLUB
a paid political announcement

By Frank Fortin

Perhaps one of the quietest yet most meteoric rises in music these days has been that of Aztec Two-Step, a two-man acoustic band comprised of Rex Fowler and Neal Shulman. Aztec Two-Step will perform at PC once more on December 12 at Alumni Hall. Tickets are on sale at $6 for PC students, $8.50 in advance, and $10 at the door.

Comparisons and evaluations of Aztec Two-Step invariably bring up the image of Simon and Garfunkel, but Fowler and Shulman’s work is musically more diverse than their predecessors, and they deal with different subjects.

Simon wrote of the angst of the middle-class college liberal, of allegorical coos and pastoral images, but Aztec Two-Step prefers to write simpler lyrics. One of their most beautiful songs is “Faster Gun.” There will always be a faster gun but there’ll never be another one like you. Fowler writes most of the songs. Among Aztec’s repertoire are two infectious last light-rockers, “I’m in Love Again” and “Going on Saturday.” These three songs are already beginning to become standards on the FM airwaves in the area.

The group was born five years ago in Boston when Fowler and Shulman, intrepid soloists going nowhere, met and began performing at the Unicorn in Boston (which gave a start to people like Dylan, Baz, and London Walworth III). Their first album, entitled simply Aztec Two-Step, was cut on the Elektra-Asylum label, but the shift in management in 1974 (which signed heavies like Dylan, Baz, and Jackson Browne) left the two in the corner sweeping cigarette butts off the floor.

Not exactly excited over that prospect, Aztec went to RCA, a much bigger company which could afford to wager a bit of capital on two unknowns. Their second album, Second Step, contains the above songs, plus “Humpty Dumpty” and “Walking on Air.”

Their success has been limited, mostly, to the Northeast and college campuses like PC. The Salt Coffee House in Newport books them every August, and 10% Discount With Student I.D.!

Tickets: $5.50 in advance, $6.50 the day of the show. Available at Ladds, Roth, Beacon Shops, Midland Records (Wampanog Mall, Midland Mall), Music Box (Newport & Woonsocket) Cellar Sounds at U.R.I., Brown Student Union, RIC Info Booth, and Providence College Information Booth.

($5.00 in advance with PC ID).
Stonehill: Easy Victim

(Continued from Page 8)

Things like making PC a fast breaking team. The Friars quickness can help them to be a running team, but retarding can be imperitive. If Cooper can turn in consistent retarding effort like be did against Brown, where PC had 43-6 board edge, then the Friars will be tough. And When Missionary and Kazen return, who knows how good they can be?

Against Stonehill, PC looked decidedly different. Providence didn't start to move the ball till the second half, and exhibited a lot of what Gavitt termed, "offensive impatience." Whatever the problem was, it was noticeably absent in the Brown contest.

Frier Footnotes: The Bruins put the shoe on the other foot in the Jayvee game, pacing PC 82-52. Some Bruin names which should be remembered for future reference are Jim Swaret, 20 points, Pete Moss, 19, and Ray Lambert 6 points. Mark Heissenbuhler led the Friars with 14 points.

Brown's Athar Haneef got a break-away 4 minutes into the first half and missed the shot. However, Bob Cooper stuffed it at 11:05 of the final session, on a technical foul for grabbing the run on the way down. Pat Keech rushed in, but was left in the game, and scored 8 quick points. Underhill also picked up 4 fouls. PC lost the ball in 13-15, 14th, but the Brown next game is Thursday at URI.

Post Season Dreams End

LIU Crushes Busters, 5-7

By Al Padalino

The Providence College soccer squad saw its season come to a close November 19 when they were trounced by Long Island University, 5-1. The game, played before a crowd estimated at 800, was PC's first appearance in a post-season tourney.

LIU applied the early pressure and the Blackbirds' sharp passing kept play in the PC end. Paul O'Brien on the board when Vinny Lombardo capitalized on a Friar defensive lapse and beat goalie Dave O'Brien with a high, hard one. Providence then settled down and began to mount a serious thrust, but were thwarted by the outstanding goal-stopping of Joe Gantenhammer. Finally, with 13 minutes to go in the half, the Friars knocked the ball on Jim Rahadian's eleventh goal of the year.

Rahadian, who ended the year as PC's highest goal getter, scored off an indirect kick. Peter Heissenbuttel led the Friars with 14 points. Brown's Azhar Heissenbuhler led the Friars with 14 points.

Frier Footnotes: The Bruins put the shoe on the other foot in the Jayvee game, pacing PC 82-52. Some Bruin names which should be remembered for future reference are Jim Swaret, 20 points, Pete Moss, 19, and Ray Lambert 6 points. Mark Heissenbuhler led the Friars with 14 points.

Brown's Athar Haneef got a break-away 4 minutes into the first half and missed the shot. However, Bob Cooper stuffed it at 11:05 of the final session, on a technical foul for grabbing the run on the way down. Pat Keech rushed in, but was left in the game, and scored 8 quick points. Underhill also picked up 4 fouls. PC lost the ball in 13-15, 14th, but the Brown next game is Thursday at URI.

LIU sported a 5-2 record at home this fall. PC set a single season college record by winning 29 out of 30 games. PC's previous best effort was garnered by then sophomore Paul Merlino. He finished 13th in NCAAs in 1974. Last year he finished 19th in the country. He is the highest finisher in other years. PC's highest goal-getter was senior co-captain Greg Papan who had 44-31 board edge, then PC's highest goal-getter.

But really... what salt does to a great beer is make it salty.

Budweiser® promotes "Beer Talk"

Budweiser® promotes "Beer Talk"

 votes for experience

Dominic Coletta

for Dunn Club President

Dunn Club President a paid political advertisement

A perfect head of foam is easy: Just

And you can take that without a
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Harriers:
Sad Ninth
In NCAAs

(Continued from Page 8)

Treacy ran amidst a pack of about 20 of the best runners for most of the race. Washington State's three Kenyans and Illinois' Virgin raced out to an early lead. Kimeto faded first, back into Treacy's pack, after which the other three were never to fade. For the spectators, it was like watching three rabbits who were chased to death and were in turn followed by a mob of hunters. Each of the groups eventually stringed out, mainly in the last two miles. Rono built up a lead of a few yards on his teammate Kimombwa, while Virgin hung a bit farther back in third. Then there was a break before the pack, from which somebody had to emerge.

After about five miles, it was Treacy and Lindsay who emerged. They engaged in an individual race which not only prevented the rest from coming in between them but also brought them fairly close to Virgin. Lindsay pulled ahead of Treacy in the final hundred yards, but, as has happened without fail in their four-year careers in the Big Ten conference, he was fated to see Virgin's back at the finish.

Treacy's finish was the highest of the day. Providence runners He finished five seconds behind Rono and four ahead of UTEP's Englanders besides Treacy's three sophomores, Dan Dillon, Pete Crooke, and Ed Hartnett each ran his worst race of the season in Denton. Each was unfortunate that they all occurred on the same day. Each finished past the 250 mark, with Rono and Dillon placed one position to be the fifth scorer. Dillon had always been the team's third man; he was running in obvious pain for a good part of the race. Hartnett, usually fifth man, was hindered by a stitch in his side for over half the race.

When the officials were chalking up the final results on a large blackboard near the finish chute soon after the conclusion of the race, the sentiments for the day smilar as Providence was concerned were expressed by the many "Holy 7s" and general hubbub for the team. His race did not appear to be bad for a freshman running for the first time among such a field of runners. and afterwards he maintained that it was his worst race ever.

Approximately 150 other runners were to make the same thing, including Providence's three sophomores, Dan Dillon, Pete Crooke, and Ed Hartnett each ran his worst race of the season in Denton. Each was unfortunate that they all occurred on the same day. Each finished past the 250 mark, with Rono and Dillon placed one position to be the fifth scorer. Dillon had always been the team's third man; he was running in obvious pain for a good part of the race. Hartnett, usually fifth man, was hindered by a stitch in his side for over half the race.

When the officials were chalking up the final results on a large blackboard near the finish chute soon after the conclusion of the race, the sentiments for the day smilar as Providence was concerned were expressed by the many "Holy 7s" and general hubbub for the team. His race did not appear to be bad for a freshman running for the first time among such a field of runners. and afterwards he maintained that it was his worst race ever.
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When the officials were chalking up the final results on a large blackboard near the finish chute soon after the conclusion of the race, the sentiments for the day smilar as Providence was concerned were expressed by the many "Holy 7s" and general hubbub for the team. His race did not appear to be bad for a freshman running for the first time among such a field of runners. and afterwards he maintained that it was his worst race ever.
**Sports**

**Friars Curb Terriers, 9-3**

Sure Providence had handled Merrimack, Pennsylvania and Princeton, it was natural to mention recording back to back shutouts over Pens (7-0) and Princeton (4-0). But the minds of all the hockey "experts" the true early season test of Providence fortunes would be against last year's ECAC champs, the dangerous BU Terriers.

Well, if every "test" goes as easy as this, Providence is on its way. The Friars should pass through Eastern Hockey with flying colors. The game, which was to determine Providence could do no wrong and not score, mercifully lasted only a season. Final score: PC 9-BU 3.

Robert Zolnierz, starting line, over a hillless, treeless terrain which made the distance more than expected from the Friars. John Treacy stood out as our most difficult Brown game.

**Brown Bombed 95-69**

By Mike Callahan

PC's club football team, 7-1-1 for the season, is now second in Norwalk Community College. 20-and we're also as strong down the stretch.

The Friars' Bill Miller steers aside a BU scoring bid. PC put the Terriers in the doghouse, winning 9-3.

Johnston, one goal and two assists. It appears that depth will be the difference between this year's edition and last season's squad.

While the Friars were applying their own brand of offensive overkill, on the other end of the ice Bill Milner was quietly turning in one of his most consistent efforts of the year. However his opposite number, BU's Brian Durocher definitely had a night to forget. Durocher is reputed to be one of the East coast's premier net minders, but on Sunday, he saw enough rubber to earn overtime...speaks for itself. Everybody knows Hassett has range and a scoring touch that makes him a threat to place shots near the mid-court mark, but the playmaking of "Dwight" Williams gives the Friars an extra dimension. It was "like heaven out there," Hassett thought. "I've never got the ball so easily before. I just go out there and score." Williams finished with 16 points and dished out 5 assists. According to Coach Gavitt, "We're off to a dynamite start."